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Abstract 

High Chromium Cast Irons (HCCIs) are widely used in mineral processing, slurry 

pumping and manufacturing processes, where high resistance to erosion and 

synergetic erosion-corrosion is required. The excellent performance of HCCIs 

results from their microstructure, which consists of hard carbides (mainly in 

hypereutectic HCCI) and ferrous matrix (austenite or martensite ). The matrix helps 

absorb impact force and enhance toughness of the material, while the hard carbides 

play a crucial role in withstanding the wearing stress. Due to different processing 

treatments and chemical compositions, the morphology and mechanical properties 

of carbides can vary significantly, which affects HCCIs' wear performance. 

In this study, the effect of core-shell structured carbides on HCCIs' wear 

performance and the effect of Cr content on M7C3 carbides' mechanical properties 

are studied by different simulation methods. C++ programming based MSDM 

method is used to study and optimize the core-shell structured carbides, which have 

been proved beneficial to HCCIs' wear resistance. By measuring local properties, 

including Young’s modulus and electron work functions, and conducting 

first-principles calculations for individual phases, HCCIs' erosion-corrosion 
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performance in slurry are better understood. At last, the correlation between Young's 

modulus and electron work function is explained by first-principles calculation from 

an electronic view. 
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1 Introduction and Literature Review 

1.1 Influence of Cr content on HCCI's properties 

Although HCCIs are iron-based alloys, their compositions of Cr and C are crucial, 

since they are essential to the material for forming carbides. Content of carbon is 

directly responsible for the formation of carbides in microstructure. As carbon 

content increases, the volume fraction of carbides increases, which would enhance 

HCCIs’ hardness and wear resistance. However, such improvement is at the expense 

of fracture toughness and hardenability. Too much carbon would make the sample 

brittle, which is undesired in industry. 

Chromium is easier than iron to form carbides since the formation energy decreases 

as chromium is added [1]. Chromium helps form carbides in a ferrous matrix and 

prevents the formation of graphite, thus enhancing hardness of the material [2]. 

Commercially used chromium cast irons are mainly in the state of hypoeutectic, 

with compositions in the range of 10-30 wt% Cr, 2-3.5 wt% C and other elements 

such as Mo, Ni, and Cu to add hardenability [3]. They are designed for anti-wear 

applications. Among them, alloys with 28-30 wt% Cr and 2-2.7 wt% C are 

developed to resist combined attacks of erosion and corrosion encountered in wet 

grinding and slurry transport processes [4]. Since corrosion mainly occurs in the 

matrix, the high concentration of Cr in the matrix leads to high corrosion resistance 

in such severe environments[5]. For oil sands industry in Alberta, HCCIs are 
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extensively used in slurry pumping and transportation. 

Although it is known that adding both chromium and carbon can improve wear and 

corrosion resistance simultaneously, pushing Cr content to higher levels is not easy 

until recent years, with the advance in foundry techniques, which has made it 

possible to cast hypereutectic alloys with high carbon and chromium concentrations 

[6]. Such cast irons were previously considered to be non-castable due to high scrap 

and rejection rates. Recently, in Tang's research, HCCIs with chemical compositions 

of chromium (45 wt.%), silicon (0.5 wt.%), manganese (2 wt.%), and various 

concentrations of carbon: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 wt.%, respectively, balanced by iron, 

were cast for erosion-corrosion tests. It is demonstrated that hypereutectic alloys 

have much higher volume fractions of hard carbides and less volume loss than 

hypoeutectic alloys during erosion-corrosion tests [7]. 

1.2 Core-shell structured carbides 

1.2.1 Formation of core-shell structured carbides 

The as-cast alloys with 28-30 wt.% Cr and 2-2.7 wt.% C contain M7C3-type eutectic 

carbides in a matrix of austenite with partial transformation of the austenite to 

martensite in eutectic regions [4]. Since austenite is not hard enough (500-520HV), 

in most cases, heat treatment is needed. Conventional heat treatment involves 

heating castings to and holding at 950–1050°C for 1-4h, followed by air cooling and 

tempering. The holding period is called “destabilization” [8]. The primary purpose 

of heat treatment is to lower the alloy content of the austenite by precipitation of 
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secondary carbides in matrix and enable the austenite to transform to martensite on 

forced air-cooling. The purpose of tempering after destabilization at 450-650 °C for 

normally 4 hours is to reduce the amount of the retained austenite in the matrix and 

the residual stress after quenching. The resultant microstructure consists of eutectic 

carbide (M7C3) and secondary carbides distributed in a martensite matrix with small 

amount of retained austenite. The hardness levels are increased to about 700-850 

HV and thus erosive wear resistance are enhanced [3].   

Destabilization treatments do not appear to have any significant effects on the 

formation of the eutectic carbides in irons containing up to about 28% Cr. However 

at the 30% Cr, destabilization treatments cause M7C3 carbide to partially transform 

to M23C6 carbide [8]. Under TEM examination, this M23C6 carbide can be 

recognized as shells surrounding the M7C3 cores [9]. Such core-shell structured 

carbides could also be found in primary carbides of hypereutectic HCCIs with 

higher chromium contents. For example, Tang's 45-4 sample confirmed such 

core-shell structured primary carbides [7]. The present findings believe that M23C6 

nucleate at the original interface between M7C3 carbides and the matrix and then 

grows inwards consuming M7C3 carbides [4]. 

1.2.2 Morphology of core-shell structured carbides 
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Figure 1.1 Back-scattered electron images of HCCI with 45 wt.% Cr and 4 wt.% C 

[7]. 

Fig 1.1 shows the microstructure of Tang's 45-4 sample, which consists of matrix of 

martensite, rod-like primary carbides with a hexagonal cross-section and fine 

eutectic carbides. The primary carbides have a duplex structure showing a dark core 

surrounded by a lighter layer or shell, as shown in Fig. 1.1. According to combined 

analysis of EDX, XRD and EBSD, the core and the lighter shell are identified as 

M7C3 and M23C6 respectively [7]. The shell thickness can be controlled by 

destabilization time [9].  

1.2.3 Benefits of core-shell structured carbides 
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Increasing the content of Cr, a strong carbide-forming element, helps increase 

hardness of HCCIs but this however deteriorates their fracture toughness. 

Commercially used HCCIs have their chromium content in the range of 23-30 wt.% 

Cr, in which the core-shell structured carbides may not form or just form as eutectic 

carbides, rather than primary carbides since they have hypoeutectic microstructure. 

In the case of HCCIs with core-shell structured eutectic carbides, lack of 

improvement for both dry and wet wear resistance after destabilization treatments 

was observed and it was believed that the reason is the M7C3→M23C6 

transformation in the eutectic carbides, that have a greater tendency to crack and 

become detached during wear[8, 10]. However, in hypereutectic HCCIs with higher 

Cr content level, the formation of core-shell structured primary carbides has been 

experimentally demonstrated to be beneficial to the wear resistance of HCCIs, 

largely attributed to reduced stress concentration at carbide/matrix interface[7, 11]. 

This helps improve the toughness of HCCIs through minimizing the risk of 

interfacial failure, making it achievable to develop HCCIs with higher toughness 

while retaining desired hardness that high Cr content brings. Thus, it would be 

applicable for more severe conditions involving large wearing stress and impact. 

Tang et al investigated HCCIs with 45wt.%Cr, called 45-series, and demonstrated 

that HCCI 45-4 with 4wt.%C, in which core-shell structured carbides were observed, 

performed the best among 45-series during abrasion and erosion tests [7, 11], as 

shown in Fig. 1.2. The shell is softer but tougher than the core. Static stress analysis 

showed that the shell had its hardness between those of the harder core and soft 

ferrous matrix, which helped reduce the interfacial stress caused by the mismatch 

between the hard carbide and soft matrix [11]. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 
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 (c) 

Figure 1.2 (a) Bulk hardness of HCCI 45-series; (b) Morphologies of dents on 

HCCI 45-series; (c) Resistance of 45-4 to abrasive wear (red line) under the 

condition of procedure A of ASTM G65 rubber-wheel abrasion testing and 

slurry-pot erosion (blue line) in silica sand-containing tap water at pH3 cited from 

[11]. 

1.3 Object of this study 

1. In order to obtain more information on the effect of core-shell structured carbides 

on wear and maximize their benefits, a micro-scale dynamic method (MSDM) was 

employed to investigate how the shell thickness and geometry of the carbide would 
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affect the erosion and impact resistance of the material. Stress/strain state of the 

core-shell structured carbides and their variations with the core-shell configuration 

were also analyzed with the finite element method (FEM) in order to better 

understand underlying mechanisms. 

2. In the second study, in order to understand the effects of chromium content, in the 

range of 5~35%Cr, on the performance of HCCIs containing 5%C during erosion 

tests in slurries with two pH values and four velocities, local mechanical properties 

and electron work function, which is a measure of surface activity, were analyzed 

for both the ferrous matrix and (Fe, Cr)7C3 carbides using a micro-indenter and a 

multi-mode atomic force microscope. First-principles calculation was conducted to 

analyze (Fe, Cr)7C3 carbides and the matrix to understand mechanisms responsible 

for observed phenomena.  

3. In order to illustrate the phenomena observed in previous study that the trend of 

(Fe, Cr)7C3 carbides' mechanical properties is consistent with that of measured work 

functions. First-principles calculation of (Fe, Cr)7C3 carbides with different Cr/Fe 

ratios was conducted for further understanding of the mechanism.  
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2 Simulation methods 

2.1 Micro-Scale Dynamic Model (MSDM) - a model for 

wear simulation 

Computational models proposed for wear simulation may be classified into two 

groups: macro-modeling and atomistic modeling. The former is proposed with 

existing tribological rules, empirical equations, assumptions or theories based on 

macro-mechanical properties [12] , e.g., the removal of material is determined by 

the critical plastic strain. The continuum mechanical models or those with empirical 

rules can be used to determine the severity of wear under specific wearing 

conditions and to predict service life of a system with known material properties. 

However, the wear resistance of a material is largely affected by its microstructure. 

The macro-modeling does not provide information for tribo-material modification 

through microstructure control. Thus, the macro-modeling is not used to predict 

material behavior but to determine the wearing condition for maintenance purpose, 

e.g., for estimating the service life of a pipeline subjected to erosion. Finite element 

method (FEM) is also used for wear simulation[13-15]. It divides the system into 

many small elements and calculates variables such as stress, strain, temperature, and 

pressure. Sets of equations are solved by a computer-based numerical technique. 

This method can provide information on the stress/strain distribution, which helps 

to predict the initiation of surface failure for the scale of real components. However, 

continuous changes in surface geometry during wear make it difficult to simulate 
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using FEM for an entire wear process. Nevertheless, efforts are continuously made 

to facilitate wear analysis using FEM, e.g., Wang [16] combined FEM and a 

meshfree method to analyze erosive wear, which saved computer time. Atomistic 

modeling developed based on fundamental physics laws is effective for simulating 

wear of materials, such as the molecular dynamics simulation[17] and the 

first-principle technique[18]. The atomistic modeling help understand local wearing 

events and material behavior. However, the limited capability of current computing 

facilities makes it difficult to simulate wear of materials involving microstructural 

effects, which requires handling a large number of atoms.  

MSDM is a simple and flexible technique, which has been proven effective for 

modeling different wear processes for materials design or modification [19-21]. It is 

a micro-scale model and are used to track the position and trajectory of material 

clusters during simulated wear processes based on Newton's law of motion and 

basic mechanical properties. MSDM has been successfully applied in modeling 

abrasive, sliding and corrosive wear processes [22, 23]. In this study, stress/strain 

state of the core-shell structured carbide and its variations with the core-shell 

configuration were also analyzed with the finite element method (FEM) in order to 

better understand underlying mechanisms. For self-containing, a brief introduction 

to the MSDM method and main equations are provided here. 
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Figure 2.1 Schematic illustration of a linear approximation of stress–strain curve 

[20]. 

In this model, the erodent particle and the target material are discretized and 

mapped onto a 2D square lattices, respectively. Each lattice site represents a small 

volume of material. The strength of the bond between two sites is determined by 

mechanical properties of the materials involved, which can be measured 

experimentally. The movement of each lattice site is determined based on Newton's 

law of motion: )/( 22 dtrdmF


 , where r


is the position vector of the lattice site 

and m is the mass of the site. The force exerted on this site, F


, includes the 

internal interaction force from adjacent sites and the external force from the erodent 

impact if the site is on the surface and have direct interact with the erodent. The 

site-site interaction force is proportional to the deformation of the bond between the 

adjacent sites, which can be expressed as: f k l  , where 
0l l l    is the 

deformation of the bond between a pair of adjacent sites. 0l is the length of bond in 
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stress-free condition and l  is length of bond with deformation. It should be noticed 

is that the term 'bond' here is not referred to the atomic bond between atoms but one 

similar to a spring connecting two adjacent material clusters or sites having a small 

volume, and 
0lEk   is the force coefficient or spring constant, which 

characterizes the interaction between two sites. As shown in Fig. 2.1, when l  is 

in the elastic region, E is the Young’s modulus, y
e

y

E E



  , where y  and y  

are yield stress and yield strain. Once l  exceeds the elastic region, a so-called 

plastic modulus, ( )

( )
T y

p
f y

E E
 

 


 


 is used, where T  and f  are the 

tensile stress and fracture strain. pE  reflects the resistance to irreversible plastic 

deformation and also the stain hardening capability. For the bond between metal 

sites, it has both elastic and plastic modulus, while for the bond between ceramic 

sites, it only has an elastic modulus. For a site on the target material surface, an 

external force p
f caused by particle impact needs to be taken into account. Thus, 

the total force exerted on a site denoted as p is expressed as: 

( , )
n

P p

q

F k l p q f                (2.1) 

where p and q represent two adjacent sites, n is the number of sites adjacent to site 

p. 

The interfacial bond between two different materials is considered to be the same as 

one of the materials but the join point is perfect since the scale of bonds in this 
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model is much larger than actual interfacial bonds between atoms. This assumption, 

though simplifies the situation of interfacial bonding, does not affect the conclusion 

drawn from the micro-scale stress analysis for the carbide/matrix interface. More 

accurate interfacial bonding analysis could be achieved using other methods, such 

as the first-principle method.  

Then the velocity and the next position of site p after a time interval t  may be 

determined by velocity Verlet algorithm,  

( ) ( )
p

t t t

F
v p v p t

m
                 (2.2) 

1
( ) ( ) [ ( ) ( )]

2
t t t t t tr p r p v p v p t              (2.3) 

where ( )tv p and ( )t tv p are velocities of site p at time t and t t  ,respectively. 

m is the mass of site p; ( )tr p  and ( )t tr p  are position vectors at time t  and 

t t  , respectively. A very small t  can be used to capture more details during 

the dynamic process if simulation time is not an issue. However, in order to save 

computing time without missing necessary information, a reasonably small t  

would be sufficient, which can be determined through several trials to make it small 

enough with stable outcome. More discussion on t  selection can be found in a  

reference[24]. By repeating the calculations, trajectory and velocity of each site can 

be determined. A bond is not broken under compression but breaks if it is elongated 

with its deformation exceeding the corresponding fracture strain. A site or a cluster 
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of sites is worn away during wear if all the bonds connecting to the site are broken. 

The volume loss is calculated based on the number of sites worn away according to 

the following equation: 

Volume loss=number of sites worn away× 3

0l              
(2.4) 

More details have been described in previous publications [19-23, 25]. 

2.2 First-Principles Calculation  

In molecular dynamic modeling (MD), atoms are as the basic particles, and nuclei 

and electron are disregarded. The origins of potentials, nuclei, and electrons are 

excluded and the interacting potential between atoms are empirically generated in 

this method. For this reason, electronic and magnetic properties cannot be analyzed. 

Unlike MD, the fist-principles methods treat nuclei and electrons as the basic 

particles and describe events in a subatomic world. The system is expressed only by 

quantum mechanics that involves relatively difficult partial differential equations. 

Thus, first-principles calculations do not depend on any external parameters except 

the atomic numbers of the constituent atoms to be simulated. In the 1930s, only 

simple hydrogen-like atoms were calculated with quantum mechanical methods, but 

now the number of atoms has been increased to several thousands by the advent of 

density functional theory (DFT). All properties including electronic and magnetic 

can be obtained given that nuclei and electrons are considered in the method. 

2.2.1 Description of First-Principles Calculation 
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The Ab initio method is based on theory from first-principles without including any 

empirical data. It usually uses the Born-Oppenheimer approximation [26], which 

greatly simplifies the Schrödinger equation and makes the calculation easier. 

Through searching for the minimum energy of the system, a stable system at ground 

state is obtained along with all energetic properties. Although these complicated 

theories and mathematics are embedded in software that we may not need to know, 

basic concepts are briefly introduced below to make it understandable. More details 

of first-principles calculation and density functional theory are available in book 

references [27, 28]. 

2.2.1.1 Approximation of Schrödinger equation 

Schrödinger equation [29] describes how the quantum state of a physical system 

changes in time.  

𝐻𝚿 𝐫𝐢, 𝐫𝐈, t = E𝚿 𝐫𝐢, 𝐫𝐈, t                          (2.5) 

Here, H, 𝚿, and E are the Hamiltonian operator, wave function, and system energy, 

respectively. The variables ri and rI are coordinates of the electron and nucleus 

respectively. t represents time. 

Attention had been focused on solving the Schrödinger equation for decades but the 

complexity of the system made this difficult. However, with the following 

approximations [26, 30, 31], the Schrödinger equation can be simplified and solved. 

1. Only deal with the ground states of electrons at 0K, thus we do not need to 

consider time, since the ground state is time-independent. 
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2. Since the electron's mass is extremely small and its speed is much slower than 

light, the gravity and relativity can be ignored. 

3. Nuclei are far more massive than electrons. Thus, electrons will respond to 

nucleus’ motion instantaneously while the nucleus is not much altered by electron 

motion. It is thus possible to fix the positions of lattice nuclei approximately with 

respect to the motion of electrons. Born-Oppenheimer approximation decouples the 

Schrödinger equation into the electronic and nuclear components: Eatom=Enucleus 

+Eelectron.  

Based on the above approximations, one can simplify the Schrödinger equation to 

 𝐻𝚿 𝐫 = E𝚿 𝐫                            (2.6) 

Here r is the electronic coordinate. 

2.2.1.2 Energy Operator: Hamiltonian 

The Hamiltonian operator in Eq. (2.6) includes kinetic energies of nuclei (EI
kin

) and 

electrons (Ei
kin

), and potential energies from nucleus-electron(UIi), electron-electron 

(Uij) and nucleus-nucleus (UIJ) interactions. It can be written as: 

H = EI
kin

 + Ei
kin

 + UIi + Uij + UIJ                    (2.7) 

According to assumptions in 2.2.1.1 section, terms correlated with nuclei can be 

skipped and therefore, we only need to focus on electrons:  

H = Ei
kin

 + UIi + Uij                         (2.8) 

2.2.1.3 Many electron problem 
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With the above approximations, Schrödinger equation can be solved for simple 

systems such as an electron in a well and hydrogen system. However, for materials 

containing 10
2
~10

3
 atoms or electrons, the computer has difficulty to handle. It is 

too complicated to deal with so many electrons at the same time. Thus, several 

simplified models are proposed to address this issue. 

Hartree [32] assumes that each electron is independent and interacts with each other 

in an average way. The total energy is the sum of each single electron energy, and 

total wave function is a product of single electron work functions. Schrödinger 

equation for a single electron is expressed as  

 −
1

2
 ∇2 + Uext  𝐫 + UH 𝐫  𝚿 𝐫 =  E𝚿(𝐫)                  (2.9) 

The first term is the kinetic energy, Uext is the interaction between nuclei and 

electrons, and UH is the Hartree potential coming from classical Coulomb repulsive 

interaction between each electron and the mean field and can be obtained via 

Poisson equation: ∇2UH(r)=-4πρ(𝐫). 

Based on Hartree method, Hartree-Fork method [33] approximates the wave 

function as a linear combination of non-interacting one-electron wave functions in 

the form of a Slater determinant to make it more perfect. In this method, we have 

𝚿 𝐫𝟏, 𝐫𝟐 = −Ψ(𝐫𝟐, 𝐫𝟏)  and  𝚿∗𝚿d𝐫 = 1  after normality. Wave function is 

written as 

  −
1

2
 ∇2 + Uext  𝐫 + Uij 𝐫  𝚿 𝐫 =  E𝚿(𝐫)               (2.10) 

The expression for energy equation after integration is  
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E =
 𝚿∗𝐻𝚿d𝐫

 𝚿∗𝚿d𝐫
=  𝚿∗𝐻𝚿d𝐫 =   𝚿i

∗ 𝐫 (i,j −
1

2
 ∇i

2 + Uext  𝐫 + Uij 𝐫 )𝚿i 𝐫 d𝐫 

(2.11) 

The first two terms are only related to one electron coordinate while the third term, 

Uij 𝐫 , depends on two electronic coordinates. After integration, it will result in two 

energy terms. The energy could be expressed as: 

E= Ekin + Eext + EH + Ex                          (2.12) 

Where Ex is a new term compared with Hartree's method and it has negative energy, 

implying that like-spin electrons avoid each other and keep some distance. 

2.2.1.4 Variational principle to search for ground state 

Ground state is unique for a given system and given conditions. It has the lowest 

energy, so by minimizing the system energy, the energy at the end will be the 

ground-state energy. At ground state, we have 

δ  𝚿∗𝐻𝚿d𝐫 = 0                        (2.13) 

2.2.2. Density Functional Theory 

Although several approximations are listed in Section 2.1, first-principles 

calculation is still limited in practical application. However, the density functional 

theory (DFT) based on a fictitious system eventually has made it possible to solve 

many electron problem for complex systems. 

2.2.2.1 Hohenberg-Kohn Theorem 

Hohenberg and Kohn [34] developed two theorems to designate the electron density 
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as the key in DFT, which builds bridges between electron density, external energy, 

Hamiltonian, and wave function. 

The first theorem states that external potential, Uext, refers to the interaction between 

nuclei and electrons, which is system-dependent. This interaction is only determined 

by the ground-state electron density, which could be expressed as Eext[ρ(𝐫)]. Other 

terms in Eq. (2.12) are related to system-independent internal potential (electron 

kinetic energy and electron-electron potential) and can be expressed by a universal 

functional F[ρ(𝐫)]. For a system with a given external potential at ground state, the 

electron density is sufficient for solving the total energy by: E[ρ(𝐫)] = F[ρ(𝐫)] + 

Eext[ρ(𝐫)]. 

The second theorem proves the variational principle in the framework of DFT. By 

minimizing the system energy, one can find the ground state. 

E[ρ(𝐫)] = F[ρ(𝐫)] + Eext[ρ(𝐫)]≥Egs                 (2.14) 

The electron density, ρ(𝐫), is a 3-dimensional density of electrons, ρ(x, y, z). Thus, 

for a n-electron problem, 3n-dimensional equations are simplified to n separate 

3-dimensional ones, which makes the calculation much easier. 

2.2.2.2 Kohn-Sham Equation 

The electronic kinetic energy in terms of electron density is poorly represented in 

early years, which limited the application of first-principles calculations. Kohn and 

Sham [35] constructed a fictitious system of non-interacting electrons which 

generate the same density as any given system of interacting particles, in DFT, and thus 

solved this problem. 
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Since each electron was assumed to be noninteracting, energies are decomposed 

into: 

Ekin = Ekin
non + Ekin

int                           (2.15) 

EH+Ex→ EH+Ex+ Ec
int                        (2.16) 

Use Exc to represent the exchange-correlation energy, Ex+ Ec
int + Ekin

int , the final 

expression for the total energy in Eq. (2.12) becomes: 

E=Ekin
non + Ekin

int  +Eext+EH +Ex+ Ec
int  =Ekin

non +Eext+EH +Exc        (2.17) 

In this way, the first three items are easy to be calculated. The last item is unknown 

and needs approximation. In the Kohn-Sham system, the Hamiltonian is expressed 

as: 

𝐻KS = Ekin
non + Uext + UH + Uxc = −

1

2
 ∇2 + Ueff              (2.18) 

Where Ueff is the effective potential, which gives the same energy and electron 

density of the non-interacting electronic system as those of a true interacting 

system.  

2.2.2.3 Exchange-Correlation (XC) functionals 

In DFT, how to construct or choose the XC functional will affect the accuracy of 

calculation. If the XC functional is improperly chosen, the connection between true 

n-electron and fictitious one-electron systems will be lost and the results will be 

unreliable. 

Most used XC functionals include local density approximation (LDA) and 

generalized gradient approximation (GGA). LDA works well in covalent systems 
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and simple metals, where the variation in charge density is relatively slow but not 

reliable to adsorption energies or energy barriers. GGA was developed to generate 

more accurate XC functionals. It overcome the deficiency of LDA and was more 

widely applied.  

2.2.2.4 Iterative variational approach 

The variational principle is conducted in the following scheme: 

 

Figure 2.2 Schematic of a typical DFT procedure by iterative self-consistent loop 

[27]. 
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2.2.3 Psudopotentials (PPs) 

Frozen-core approximation divides electrons surrounding a nucleus into core 

electrons and valence electrons. Core electrons are stable and valence electrons are 

active. Thus, simplified psudopotentials can be used to replace all-electrons 

potentials to reduce the number of plane waves needed for the expansion of a psudo 

wave function. Most DFT codes provide PPs for all isolated atoms. They can be 

used as simple as just adding them up, regardless of whether it is used for single 

atom, molecule, or bulk solid. 

Three common types of PPs are normal conserving PPs, ultrasoft PPs (USPPs), and 

projecter-augmented wave (PAW) PPs. The one used in this research is PAW. It is 

proposed by Blochl in 1994 [36] and adopted by Kresse an Joubert [37]in 1999. 

This PPs possess both efficiency of the PP and the accuracy of all-electron 

potentials. 
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3 A Microscale Dynamic Model for Wear Simulation 

of Core-shell Structured High Cr Cast Irons 

This chapter reports a computational study on effect of core-shell structured 

carbides on wear of high-Cr cast irons, using the MSDM. 

3.1 The modeling procedure 

 

Figure 3.1 A model system used for simulation. The core-shell hexagon represents 

the M7C3 core (green) surrounded by M23C6 shell(red). R1=14um, R2=20um; The 

thickness ratio of core to shell is about 2.3:1. The yellow square represents an 

ejected erodent particle. The shape of the carbide can be modified for more general 

situations. 
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For the MSDM modeling, Visual Studio 2010 professional (Microsoft) was used, 

and all components were written in C++. The microstructure of 45-4 HCCI 

(Fe-45%Cr-4%C) consists of ferrite and carbides (single-phase carbide: M7C3; or 

core-shell structured carbide: M7C3(core)-M23C6(shell)). Fig. 3.1 illustrates a model 

system. Mechanical properties of various phases in the microstructure are given in 

Table 3.1 [11]. The target material is discretized and mapped on a lattice consisting 

of 6×3 units. Every unit contains 25×25 sites, as shown in Fig. 3.1. The carbide is 

designed as a hexagon according to SEM images reported [3, 4, 7]. The length of 

each bond ( 0l ) between a pair of adjacent site is 2×10
-6

m, and time interval ( t ) is 

set as 8×10
-11

s based on theoretical consideration for MSDM modeling [20]. For 

the carbide/matrix interfaces, both M7C3 and M23C6 are assumed to have similar 

chemical bonds or chemical interactions with the ferrous matrix. Thus, the 

difference in the overall carbide/matrix interfacial bond strength between M7C3 and 

M23C6 is mainly determined by the mechanical mismatch or the difference in 

mechanical properties between the carbide and the matrix. When an erodent particle 

is approaching the target surface and the distance between a site on the target 

surface and that of the particle is smaller than 0l , an interaction force is generated 

as 0mf k l E l l      between this pair of sites. Em in this equation is the 

Young's modulus of target material on surface. In order to compare the performance 

of core-shell carbide with that of single-phase carbide, carbides are uniformly 

distributed in the matrix in the same way as Fig. 3.1 illustrates. The same spatial 

arrangement of two types of carbides in the model systems allows comparing their 

performances during erosion under the same condition. If we randomly distribute 
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carbides with different sizes, similar to realistic situation, the simulated wear 

condition will not be the same and the presented comparison would lead to 

misleading information unless the system is sufficiently large for satisfactory 

statistical analysis.  

Table 3.1 Mechanical properties of the modeled materials [11]. 

In order to save computing time, square particle with a certain angularity is used as 

the erodent, which generates a larger impact force and is easy to simulate. The 

orientation of particle relative to the surface is kept constant for all situations. A 

sand particle has 181 sites with the square length of approximately 2.5×10
-5

m. For 

two-dimensional modeling, a square particle is more erosive than a circular 

spherical. Although in experiments, slurry, a mixture of water and sand was used, 

the model in this study does not consider the effect of water which influences the 

erosive force, since the main objective of the modeling is to investigate how the 

core-shell structure generally helps resist carbide/matrix interfacial failure under 

impact force. 

The velocity of the erodent particle was set as 8m/s, and the impingement angle was 

  Material E(Gpa) Yield 

stress(MPa) 

Tensile 

strength(MPa) 

Fracture 

strain(%) 

SiC 430 860 860 0.2 

Ferrous matrix 200 400 640 30 

Shell(M23C6) 500 1000 1080 0.36 

Core(M7C3) 700 1400 1400 0.2 
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set as 45°relative to the sample surface. The modeling condition was set based on 

reported experimental testing [7], in which the experiments were performed using a 

slurry pot erosion tester and the slurry was tap water mixed with silica sand (12–50 

mesh, Manus Abrasive Systems Inc., Edmonton, Canada). The experiments show 

that Fe-45Cr-4C alloy with core-shell structured carbides exhibits the highest 

erosion-corrosion resistance. We cite the reported experiments to show the 

consistence between the modeling work and the experimental observation rather 

than to make quantitative comparison, since the condition for the simulated erosion 

tests cannot be the same as that for the experiments. For each computational erosion 

test, 8 particles were used to strike the target surface at random locations in a certain 

central area. The particles were ejected one by one, so that there was no interaction 

between ejected particles. Each set of simulations was repeated for five times, from 

which an average value was calculated and reported in this article. 

It should be mentioned that the reported is a 2D modeling study, which may be 

regarded as a study for the plain strain situation. 2D micro-scale dynamic modeling 

has been applied to investigate abrasive wear[22] and solid-particle erosion of 

composite materials[20]. Results of the modeling studies and experiments are 

consistent, indicating that the 2D modeling can reflect the trend of 3D situations. In 

this study, we conducted 2D modeling with the intent to demonstrate the benefits of 

core-shell structured carbides to the erosion resistance rather than providing 

accurate quantitative information, since the geometry of realistic 3D carbide varies 

with individual carbides and it is difficult to simulate and cover all different cases. 
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3.2 Stress/strain analysis using FEM 

Stress/strain distributions around the core-shell carbide and single-phase carbide 

under the external force were analyzed using the finite element method. This part of 

work was carried out in collaboration with Dr. H. Guo, a visiting scholar from 

Taiyuan University of Science and Technology. Fig. 3.2 illustrates a core-shell 

carbide embedded in a ferrous matrix. The dimensions of the model system were 

0.2×0.2×0.2mm
2
. Different thickness values of the shell were analyzed through 

the static structural analysis using Mechanical APDL Solver in ANSYS Workbench 

15.0. The thickness of shell was changed in order to see how the ratio of the shell 

thickness to the core dimensions influenced the stress and strain states.  

Mechanical properties of the materials used for the stress/strain analysis are 

presented in Table 3.1. The element dimensions are 0.2×0.2×0.2mm 3 . This size is 

chosen to have the FEM element the same as that of the MSDM model, which has 

its square element’s dimensions equal to 0.2×0.2 (Fig. 3.1). A vertical force was 

applied to the target surface by pressing a rigid hemispherical indenter onto the 

surface. The material of indenter is WC and the boundary conditions for the FEM 

analysis are the same as those for the MSDM modeling with a fixed bottom of the 

model system. The target materials involved the FEM analysis are the same as those 

for the MSDM modeling, namely, the matrix is ferrous and the shell and core of 

carbide are M23C6 and M7C3, respectively. Properties of the materials are given in 

Table 1.1. 
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Figure 3.2 A cross-sectional view of a FEM model for analyzing stress/strain 

distribution around a core-shell carbide in comparison with a single-phase carbide 

(i.e. shell thickness = zero). 

3.3. Results and discussion 

3.3.1 Effects of the core-shell structured carbides on erosion of 

HCCIs 

3.3.1.1 Solid particle erosion and the performance of the core-shell carbide 

Computational solid-particle erosion tests for HCCI systems with core-shell 

structured carbides and single-phase carbides, respectively, were performed. In 

order to view the local damage caused by erodent striking, M7C3-ferrous matrix and 

M7C3-M23C6-ferrous matrix layered systems, which simulate the local core-shell 

structure, were first analyzed. 

As shown in Fig. 3.3A, the core-shell carbide leads to reduced local interfacial 
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cracking, compared to the one without the intermediate layer of M23C6. 

Corresponding material losses were also counted. Fig. 3.3B presents the results 

obtained from the simulation and previous experimental data for comparison. As 

shown, the core-shell structured carbides decrease the volume loss, which is 

consistent with the experimental observation [7]. Such a decrease is ascribed to 

lowered probability of interfacial cracking due to reduced mechanical mismatch 

when a medium hard carbide shell existed between the hard core carbide and the 

ferrous matrix. As demonstrated by FEM analysis shown in section 3.3.2, the 

core-shell structure helps minimize the interfacial stress and thus lowers interfacial 

fracture. 

It may need to mention that for modeling the systems shown in Fig. 3.3, spherical 

particles were used to impinge the surface. Using the spherical particle was to avoid 

local stress concentration, which could cause more top surface damage without 

affecting much the interface between the metallic layer and the carbide. 
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Figure 3.3 A. (a) A system consisting of iron and M7C3 layers struck by a spherical 

solid particle at an angle of 45° with a velocity of 4.0m/s, and (b) a system 

consisting of iron, M23C6 andM7C3 layers under the same striking condition. B. 

Material losses caused by erosion (modeling and experimental). 

3.3.1.2 Influence of the shell thickness on erosion
 

The beneficial effect of the core-shell structured carbides should be influenced by 

the shell thickness, which can be controlled through destabilization heat treatment[9, 

38]. It is believed that 623CM  is transformed from 
37CM through nucleation and 

growth on the original 
37CM  in the ferrous matrix [3]. Thus, with the possibility of 

modifying the shell thickness, it is of importance to investigate how the shell 

thickness influences erosion in order to optimize the core-shell configuration. In this 

study, effects of several thickness values of 623CM shell, including 6um, 8um, and 

10um, on erosion were modeled with the size of entire carbide kept the same. 
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Results of the modeling are shown in Fig. 3.4A. As illustrated, as the shell becomes 

thicker, the erosion loss decreases initially but later increases after reaching a 

minimum. The minimum point occurred at the thickness of 8um. Such a trend is 

understandable since although shell can reduce interfacial fracture, too much 

623CM  sacrifices the hardness of carbide. Corresponding changes in system’s 

configuration caused by erosion are illustrated in Fig. 3.4B. 

 

Figure 3.4 A - Influence of the shell thickness on erosion; B - Corresponding 

configurational changes caused by erosion of HCCI samples containing core-shell 

carbides with different shell thickness values: (a) 0 um, (b) 6 um, (c) 8um, and (d) 

10 um. The impingement angle is 45°. 

3.3.1.3 Influences of carbide shape and orientation on erosion 

Gao, et al. [39] applied thermo-mechanical treatments to high-Cr cast irons and 

showed that carbide's shape and orientation can be controlled through the treatments. 

In this computational study, further simulation was conducted to see how the 
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carbide shape and orientation affect erosion. Fig. 3.5B illustrates erosion of several 

systems with their core-shell carbides having different ratios of the length to width 

of the carbide i.e. a/b ratio, which are equal to 3, 2, 1, 1/2 and 1/3, respectively. Five 

particles were used to strike the central area randomly. Corresponding material 

losses or volume loss of the five systems are illustrated in Fig. 3.5A. 

As shown, the erosion loss increases as the a/b ratio decreases. Or alternatively, 

when the elongated carbides are aligned in parallel to the impingement direction, 

the erosion loss is the minimum. Uniaxial carbide does not necessarily perform 

better that elongated ones, depending on the carbide orientation. Such a trend could 

be explained as follows. The carbide parallel to the sand impingement direction 

performs better, since its dimension along the impingement direction is large, which 

helps withstand the load. Besides, the surrounding matrix provides more effective 

confinement to the carbide, helping suppress cracking in the carbide. In contrast, 

when the carbide is perpendicular to the impingement direction, the brittle carbide 

close to surface may experience more direct impact and thus has a higher 

probability of fracture. Similar trend was demonstrated in previous studies on 

carbon steel [25]. 
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Figure 3.5 A - Five carbide configurations were used to investigate influences of 

carbide shape and orientation on wear loss; Impingement angle = 45° and the ratio 

of length to width of carbide, i.e. a/b ratio, are (a) 3, (b) 2, (c) 1, (d) 1/2 and (e) 1/3. 

B - Site losses of the five model systems under the same erosion condition. 

3.3.2 Effects of the core-shell structure and carbide orientation on 

stress and strain distributions 

3.3.2.1 Influence of the core-shell structure on stress distribution 

Stress/strain analysis was conducted in collaboration with Dr. Guo using the finite 

element method for more information on the benefits of core-shell structured 

carbide on the resistance to erosion. For comparison, both core-shell structured 

(
62337 CMCM  ) and single-phase ( 37CM ) carbides were analyzed. The size of the 

carbides was kept constant, so that the thicker the shell, the smaller the core. For 

present analysis, an elongated carbide was lied horizontally as illustrated in Fig. 3.2, 
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which was pressed under a pressure of Pa8105.6  . Figs. 3.6(a) and 3.6(b) 

illustrate isolines of principle stress and shear stress around a carbide without the 

M23C6 shell, while Figs. 3.6 (c) and 3.6(d) show isolines around a core-shell 

structured carbide with its shell thickness equal to 4 microns. It was observed that 

the maximum principal stress was located in the central area of the bottom 

carbide/matrix interface as indicated by the arrow. The core-shell structured carbide 

reduced the maximum principal stress from Pa8103.6   to Pa8104.2  , and the 

maximum shear stress from Pa8103.7   to Pa8100.5  . Such decreases in stress 

indicate that the core-shell helps increase the stress-bearing capability of the 

carbide.  
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Figure 3.6 (a) Isolines of principal stress around a M7C3 carbide, (b) isolines of 

shear stress around the M7C3 carbide; (c) isolines of principal stress around a 

core-shell carbide, and (d) isolines of shear stress around the core-shell carbide. 

3.3.2.2 Influence of the carbide orientation on stress distribution 

Stress distributions around vertically and horizontally lied carbides were analyzed. 

Since it is clear that the core-shell structured carbide can reduce stress, only the 

core-shell structured carbide was analyzed here. Figs. 3.7(a) and 3.7(b) illustrate 

isolines of the principal stress around the carbide with its shell thickness equal to 4 

microns. Results of the analysis show that the maximum principle stress of the 

vertically lied carbide is Pa8102.3  , which is larger than that of the horizontally 

lied one ( Pa8104.2  ). The max stress at the vertically lied carbide is concentrated 

in a small region while that at the horizontally lied one spreads in a wider range. 

According to the FEM analysis, the horizontally lied carbide with smaller maximum 

principal stress could result in a higher erosion resistance, which is contradictory to 

the result shown in Fig. 3.5. However, because of the lying direction and matrix 
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confinement, the horizontally lied carbide could suffer from bending and interfacial 

debonding, thus likely triggering global failure; while the vertically lied one may 

suffer more from local damage but has a lower probability for crack spreading. Fig. 

3.8 schematically illustrates such possible situations. The conclusion of higher 

erosion resistance with vertically lied carbides shown by the modeling study is 

consistent with the phenomenon previously reported by Coronado [40], who 

observed that a sample with its rod-like carbides vertical to surface showed its wear 

resistance 10% higher than that with its carbides parallel to the surface. 

 

Figure 3.7 Isolines of principal stress for vertically and horizontally aligned 

carbides. 
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                (a)                               (b) 

Figure 3.8 Schematic illustration of two possible situations: (a) the horizontally lied 

carbide could suffer from bending and interfacial debonding, thus likely triggering 

global failure; (b) the vertically lied one may suffer more from local damage but has 

a lower probability for cracking spreading. 

3.3.2.3 Influence of the shell thickness 

The thickness of M23C6 shell certainly influences the stress distribution. The stress 

distributions around core-shell carbides with different shell thickness values ranged 

from 0 to 12 microns were analyzed. The values of zero and 12 microns correspond 

to M7C3 and M23C6 carbides, respectively. Fig. 3.9(a) and (b) illustrate variations in 

maximum principal stresses and shear stresses with respect to the shell thickness. 

For vertically aligned carbide, both the maximum principal stress and shear stress 

descend as the shell thickness increases as Fig. 3.9(a) illustrates. They became 

approximately saturated when the shell thickness reaches a certain level. However, 
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the situation changes for the horizontally aligned carbide. As observed (Fig. 3.9 (b)), 

both the maximum principal and shear stresses decrease first, then increase and 

finally saturated as the shell thickness increases. In this case, the saturated principal 

and shear stresses are still lower than those of the carbide without the M23C6 shell. 

The obtained information would help maximize the benefit of the core-shell 

structured carbide by controlling the shell thickness. The results indicate that the 

softer shell helps minimize the stress at the carbide/matrix interface and thus lowers 

the probability of interfacial failure. However, if the shell is too thick, such benefit 

may diminish and the carbide would not be strong enough to play the role as an 

effective reinforcing phase.  

 

Figure 3.9 Variations in maximum principal and shear stresses with respect to the 

shell thickness. (a) Vertically aligned carbide; (b)Horizontally aligned carbide. 

3.4 Summary 

Recent studies show that core-shell structured carbides in high-Cr cast irons (HCCIs) 
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are beneficial to the resistance of materials to wear. In order to maximize such 

benefit, a computational study was conducted to determine how the erosion 

resistance of HCCIs was influenced by the core-shell structure, shell thickness, 

carbide shape and orientation geometry using a micro-scale dynamic model. FEM 

method was also employed for analyzing stress and strain distributions near 

carbide/matrix interfaces. The FEM study provides supplementary information for 

better understanding of underlying mechanisms. Results of the study demonstrate 

that  

1) The softer shell helps minimize the stress at the carbide/matrix interface and 

thus lowers the probability of interfacial failure.  

2) Elongated carbides aligned in the particle impingement direction perform better 

than those which are perpendicular to the impingement direction.   

3) For vertically aligned carbide, both the maximum principal and shear stresses 

decrease as the shell thickness increases and become approximately saturated when 

the shell thickness reaches a certain level.  

4) For horizontally aligned carbides, both the maximum principal and shear 

stresses decrease first, then increase and finally saturated as the shell thickness 

increases. 

5) If the shell is too thick, such benefit may diminish and the carbide would not be 

strong enough to play the role as an effective reinforcing phase.  
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4 Understanding Effects of Cr content on the Slurry 

Erosion behavior of High-Cr cast irons through 

Local property mapping and Computational analysis 

Besides changing morphology of carbides, HCCIS can be optimized by adjusting 

chemical compositions. Information on microstructure from previous SEM 

characterization obtained by Dr. X. H. Tang does not provide sufficient clues for 

understanding the slurry erosion behavior of HCCIs evaluated by Dr. Reinaldo [41]. 

Thus, local properties including Young’s modulus and electron work functions are 

measured for individual phases in this study to understand the mechanism. Besides, 

first-principles calculation for carbides and matrix are conducted to understand the 

effect of Cr. 

It appears that adding chromium can endow cast iron with higher resistance to 

erosion-corrosion since it helps form carbides and enhance corrosion resistance of 

matrix. However, whether this trend is applicable to all HCCIs needs to be 

investigated, since the Cr content may affect compositions of carbides and matrix, 

leading to variations in their properties.  

Regarding properties of 37CM  carbide, it is noticed that the Cr/Fe ratio affects the 

hardness of (Fe, Cr)7C3 carbide. The calculation by Zhang et al. [1] shows that 

334 CCrFe  has the largest elastic modulus and hardness among all 37),( CCrFe

carbides with different Cr/Fe ratios. Xiao et al. [42] also computationally 
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demonstrate that the elastic modulus of 
61216 CCrFe is larger than that of 37CCr . Thus, 

it is worth investigating and determining the optimal Cr content for maximized 

benefits from the high-Cr cast irons through adjusting the Cr/Fe ratio.  

The alloyed chromium should also affect the mechanical properties of the matrix 

through solid-solution strengthening mechanism. Furthermore, Cr renders the 

ferrous alloy resistant to corrosion, leading to elevated resistance to 

erosion-corrosion. Thus, it is of importance to understand such effects in order to 

maximize the benefits from alloyed chromium.  

In this study, effects of chromium content, in the range of 5~35%Cr, on the 

performance of HCCIs containing 5%C during erosion tests in slurries with two pH 

values and four velocities were investigated. Local mechanical properties and 

electron work function which is related to the surface energy and reflects the 

stability of a surface and its anti-corrosion capability, were analyzed for both the 

ferrous matrix and 37),( CCrFe carbides using a micro-indenter and a multi-mode 

atomic force microscope. First-principles calculation was conducted to analyze 

37),( CCrFe  carbides and the matrix to understand mechanisms responsible for 

observed phenomena. 

4.1 Experiment Details 

4.1.1 Sample Preparation 
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Materials under study are cast irons containing 5%C and Cr with its concentration 

from 5% to 35%, balanced by Fe and minor elements (Mn: 2.2~2.8 wt% and Si: 

0.8~1.4 wt%). Ingots of the alloys were made using an induction furnace, from 

which specimens (10mm×10mm×1mm) were cut for microstructure 

characterization. The surface of specimen was wet ground with SiC papers (up to 

2000 grit), and then polished using diamond paste (~ 0.5 µm). After the mechanical 

polishing, the specimens were etched using a solution of picral solution for 2 

seconds in order to remove residual deformation or stress in the surface layer 

introduced by the mechanical polishing as well as for revealing microstructure 

features. The specimens were ultrasonically cleaned in ethanol and dried in a N2 gas 

flow. In order to understand the role that Cr plays in affecting properties of the 

alloys, samples containing 5%Cr, 10%Cr, 20%Cr and 35%Cr, respectively denoted 

as #5-5, #10-5, #20-5 and #35-5 were selected for analyzing their local electron 

work function and Young’s modulus. The work function is the minimum energy 

required to extract electrons from the interior of a solid to its surface without kinetic 

energy. It is a fundamental measure of electrochemical stability and has been related 

with alloy’s mechanical properties and anti-corrosion properties [43, 44]. For slurry 

erosion tests, samples with dimensions of 9mm×5mm×50 mm were used.  

4.1.2 Slurry erosion testing 

For applications of HCCIs in slurry transport for the oil sand operation, slurry 

erosion tests were carried out using a home-made slurry-pot tester. The tester had a 

cylindrical tank of 29 cm in diameter and 22 cm in height. In the tank, four baffles 

were mounted on the internal wall to block the slurry flow so that the samples 
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would travel in the slurry at a velocity that was equal or close to the nominal 

velocity. A slurry solution consisting of 20 Vol.% silica sand (sand particle size: 500 

um in diameter) and 80 Vol.% water was placed in the slurry container. pH value of 

the solution was adjusted by adding HCl. Samples (9mm×5mm×50 mm) were held 

by a holder, which was connected to a motor that rotated during erosion test and 

thus drove the samples to move in the slurry. The sand impingement angle was set 

to be 45°and the moving velocity was 2.5, 5.0, 6.5 and 8.0m/s respectively. For 

each slurry-erosion test, the total distance that samples travelled in the slurry was 

15km. With initial deviation assessment, it was turned out that the distance of 15 

Km was sufficient for obtained repeatable results. Standard deviations were 

generally in the range of  10% for our slurry-pot erosion testing arrangement for 

HCCIs. After the test, the samples were rinsed and lightly brushed to remove 

corrosion products and then further cleaned by rinsing with distilled water. The 

weight loss of each sample was measured using a balance with a precision of 0.1 mg. 

More details about the home-made slurry pot erosion tester and the experimental 

set-up can be found in previous publication [45]. 

Electron work function and reduced Young’s moduli of carbide and matrix were 

mapped using a Bruker MultiMode atomic force microscope (AFM)8 with 

PeakForce KPFM capability. The modulus given by AFM is a reduced Young’s 

Modulus by fitting the retract curve using the Derjaguin, Muller, Toropov (DMT) 

model [46]. Bruker magnetic probes (MESP) with its force constant of 2.8 N/m 

were used for measuring the modulus and work function. The purpose of in situ 

mapping both work function and the reduced modulus is to view the relation 
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between the modulus and work function.  

For more precise information, a micro-indenter (Fischer Technology, Inc., Windsor, 

CT, USA) was employed to measure micro-hardness and Young’s modulus for 

carbides and matrix in the HCCIs under a load of 1N. The overall hardness or 

macro-hardness of the samples was determined using Rockwell Hardness testing 

machine (Zwick Roell Group, UK). Each measurement was repeated 4-5 times 

Microstructures of the alloys were characterized using a scanning electron 

microscope and corresponding compositions were analyzed with Energy-dispersive 

X-ray spectroscopy (EDX). 

4.2 Computation details 

Calculations were conducted within the first-principles density functional theory 

(DFT) as implemented in the Vienna ab-initio simulation package (VASP) [37, 47, 

48]. DFT is a computational quantum mechanical modelling method used to 

investigate the electronic structure of many-body systems [49]. Electron interactions 

were treated with the projector-augmented wave method. The generalized gradient 

approximation (GGA) of Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) was used for the 

exchange and correlation effects [50]. The cut-off energy for plane wave basis was 

set to 400 eV. M7C3 is determined by Herbstein and Snyman to be isostructural to 

Ru7B3 with space group P63mc (nr. 186) [51]. A Monkhorst-pack [52] sampling of 

7×7×9 k-point mesh was adopted to achieve self-consist field convergence, and 

11×11×13 k-point mesh was adopted to compute total energy, charge density and 
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electronic structure. In all calculations, self-consistency was achieved when the total 

energy difference between cycles was smaller than 0.1 meV. The geometry 

relaxation tolerance in all forces was below 0.01 eV/Å. The moduli are calculated 

by Yu's method [53] as well as Voigt–Reuss–Hill approximation [54]. The alloy 

matrix is determined to be a bcc structure with 15 Fe atoms and 1 Cr atom 

according to real Cr concentration in matrix. 

4.3 Results and discussion 

4.3.1 Microstructure 

Fig. 4.1 illustrates typical SEM microstructure images of fabricated alloys with 

5%C and different Cr concentrations, 5%, 10%, 20%, 30% and 35%. The alloys 

show hypereutectic microstructures. The volume fractions of 5%C alloys with 

different Cr contents were determined by image analysis based on obtained SEM 

figures. The Cr content did not show a significant influence on the volume fractions 

of carbides, which were 61%, 65.7%, 56.2%, 57.5%,and 59.6% for samples of 5-5 

(Fe-5%Cr-5%C) to 35-5 (Fe-35%Cr-5%C), respectively. Table 4.1 presents 

concentrations of Cr and Fe in both carbide and ferrous matrix of the HCCIs 

measured using EDX. As shown, with increasing Cr concentration, the Cr/Fe ratio 

varies in both carbide and the matrix. However, the overall contents of Cr and Fe in 

the carbide and matrix (in form of ferrite) keep approximately unchanged. Or in 

other words, adding Cr changes the Cr/Fe ratio but the total amount of metallic 

elements (Cr and Fe) for forming M7C3 carbides and the matrix are approximately 

constant, bear in mind that the carbon content is the same for all these HCCIs. This 
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could be the reason why the carbide volume fraction did not show significant 

changes when %Cr was varied. 

 

Figure 4.1 Back-scattered electron (BSE) micrographs of microstructures of (a) 

#5-5, (b) #10-5, (c) #20-5, (d) #30-5, (e) #35-5. 

Through examining different areas, a general impression is that alloy #5-5 shows a 
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slightly finer microstructure and #10-5 has M23C6 solidified around M7C3 carbides 

[55]. Since all these alloys were in the hypereutectic state with their carbide fraction 

around 60%, difference in their performance during erosion tests as shown later is 

likely more attributed to variations in compositions of carbides and the matrix in the 

alloys, especially for 20-5 to 35-5, which have similar microstructures, with primary 

M7C3 carbides embedded in ferrous matrix. 

Table 4.1 Measured average values of compositions and Cr/Fe ratios of (Fe, Cr)7C3 

carbide and matrix in the HCCIs determined with EDX. 

 Carbide Matrix 

Samples Cr(at%) Fe(at%) Cr+Fe 

(at%) 

Cr/Fe Cr(at%) Fe(at%) Cr+Fe 

(at%) 

Cr/Fe 

#5-5 7.04 89.37 96.4 0.08 1.64 93.34 95 0.018 

#10-5 21.75 74.95 96.7 0.29 2.75 92.42 95.2 0.030 

#20-5 46.51 50.51 97.02 0.92 5.77 90.17 95.9 0.064 

#35-5 64.94 32.12 97.06 2.02 11.32 83.34 94.7 0.136 

Note: since EDX is unable to detect light elements with meaningful information, 

data for carbon is not included.  

4.3.2 Performance during slurry erosion tests 

Fig. 4.2 shows the performance of HCCIs with 5%C but different Cr contents 

during slurry erosion tests. As shown in Fig. 4.2 (a) for erosion test in a slurry with 

pH=5, at low slurry velocities i.e. 2.5 m/s and 5 m/s, the material loss decreases 

as %Cr increases. At higher slurry velocities, the material loss increases due to 

enhanced mechanical attack with larger wearing forces. In addition, failure of 
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passive film caused by high-velocity erosion may also contribute to the increase in 

material loss. A passive film acts as a protective film to reduce corrosion and 

material loss caused by erosion-corrosion attack. However, when the velocity of 

slurry flow exceeds a critical value, e.g., about 4 m/s as observed in a study on 

stainless steel [23, 56], the passive film is damaged and passive film re-growth rate 

is lower than that for damaging. In this case, the role that the passive film plays in 

protecting the surface from erosion-corrosion attack is weakened.   
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Figure 4.2 Weight-loss mapping of varied chromium iron dependent of chromium 

concentration at 45°impinging angle in pH=5(a) and pH=3(b), respectively. During 

the slurry erosion test, a sample travelled over 15 km. 

Alloy #10-5 shows the poorest performance. As %Cr increases the material loss 

decreases and then somewhat increases when %Cr exceeds 25-30%. Such variations 

should be mainly caused by changes in mechanical properties of the alloys, 

especially at higher slurry velocities at which the passive film may not play a 

significant role as a protective layer as mentioned earlier. It was noticed that alloy 

#5-5 performed better than #10-5 especially at higher velocities (see Fig. 4.2(a)). It 

should be mentioned that #5-5 did not have sufficient chromium to form an 

integrated passive film. Thus, its better performance, compared to #10-5, could 

benefit from its mechanical properties. It is noticed that #10-5 has a fair amount of 

M23C6, which is softer than M7C3. M23C6 could be responsible for lower wear 
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resistance of #10-5. The better performance of #5-5 may also benefit from its finer 

microstructure that helps more effectively block cracking and improve energy 

dissipation capability especially during erosion at higher slurry velocities. At high 

slurry velocities, the passive film was damaged and mechanical durability became 

more important. This could explain why the difference in erosion resistance 

between #10-5 and #5-5 was even larger when tested at 8 m/s.  

Results of tests in the slurry with pH=3 show a trend partially different from that 

observed during erosion in the slurry with pH5. Again, alloy #10-5 shows the 

poorest performance. The material loss decreases afterwards, then increases, and 

finally decreases again after the Cr content exceeds about 25% as Fig. 4.2(b) 

illustrates. Alloy #5-5 still shows better performance than #10-5. After #10-5, the 

material becomes better as %Cr increases but continuously increasing %Cr does not 

show the beneficial effect (after 20%Cr), leading to higher erosion damage. 

However, in this slurry with lower pH value, there is a second decrease in material 

loss at higher %Cr, which could be attributed to improved passivation capability 

when the Cr content is sufficiently increased, especially in the slurry with lower pH 

and consequently higher corrosivity. The second decrease is smaller at higher slurry 

velocities, e.g., 8 m/s, since the passivation becomes less important at higher 

erosion velocities. Before the second decrease, the material loss increases within the 

range of 20%~30%Cr. This could be more related to variations in the mechanical 

behavior, as discussed in next sections. 

It may need to note that in the slurry of pH3, material loss is generally much more 

than that in the slurry of pH5. As pH value decreased to 3, the corrosivity of the 
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acidic slurry considerably increased, which enhanced the erosion-corrosion synergy, 

leading to larger material loss. It appears that the raised corrosivity somehow 

minimized the effect of slurry velocity on material removal due to increased 

involvement of corrosion attack.  

4.3.3. Work function, modulus and hardness of Fe7-xCrxC3 and 

matrix 

As demonstrated in Fig. 4.2(a), erosion in the slurry of pH5 with lower corrosivity, 

the mechanical strength should play a main role in resisting erosion, especially at 

higher slurry velocities. Since the microstructure of the alloys did not significantly 

change and their volume fractions of carbides are similar, the observed variations in 

the erosion resistance of the alloys may largely result from possible variations in 

mechanical strength of alloys due to changes in Cr content in carbide, 37),( CCrFe , 

and in the matrix as well.  

In order to understand the performance of the alloys and the role that Cr plays, we 

analyzed compositions, Young’s moduli, hardness values and corresponding 

electron work functions of 37),( CCrFe carbide and matrix for four alloys: #5-5, 

#10-5, #20-5 and #35-5, using EDX, micro-indenter, and Peakforce KPFM which 

was used to determine Young’s modulus and electron work function, respectively. In 

order to facilitate mapping electron work function and modulus, carbide and the 

ferrous matrix were distinguished with the magnetic force microscopy (MFM) using 

a Bruker magnetic probes (MESP), since the ferrous matrix and carbide have 
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different magnetic properties. Fig 4.3 illustrates a representative MFM image and 

corresponding maps of work function and reduced Young’s modulus in the same 

area. The ferrous matrix has a striped appearance in Fig 4.3(a) due to its 

ferromagnetic behavior, while the carbide (paramagnetic) shows a uniform 

appearance. The purpose of in situ mapping both work function and modulus is to 

view the relation between modulus and work function. As illustrated, EWF and 

modulus are closely correlated. The higher the EWF, the larger is the modulus. The 

carbide (lighter color) has higher work function and greater modulus than the matrix 

(darker). 

 

         (a)                      (b)                      (c) 

Figure 4.3 (a) A MFM image of a #20-5 HCCI, (b) corresponding work function 

map, and (c) corresponding modulus map (zones in green have higher modulus). 

For more precise information on mechanical properties, a micro-indenter was used 

to measure micro-hardness and Young’s modulus for carbides and matrix in the 

HCCIs. Modulus of #10-5 was measured in the central area of the carbide (M7C3). 

Results of the micro-indentation measurements are presented in Fig. 4.4. One may 

see that the modulus of carbide and corresponding work function increase until 
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reach the level of Cr at 20%, and then decrease as Figs. 4.4 (a) and (b) illustrate. 

However, both the modulus and work function of the matrix increase with the 

increase in %Cr. In Fig. 4.4 (c) and (d), micro-hardness and macro-hardness are 

presented respectively, which show similar trends with the Cr content, indicating 

that carbide's hardness has larger effect on HCCI than matrix. It seems sample 

#20-5, with Cr/Fe ratio of 0.92 in carbide (see Table 4.1) has the strongest 

mechanical properties. The hardness of matrix keeps at a similar level until sample 

#35-5, but the variation is minor.  

 

Figure 4.4 The experimentally measured (a) modulus and (b) work function (c) 

microhardness of carbides and matrix and (d) Macro-hardness of samples at 

different Cr content levels. 
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As demonstrated previously [57, 58], Young’s modulus of metals and alloys vary 

with work function in a sixth power relationship, i.e., the higher the work function, 

the greater the modulus. Such a trend exists for the matrix as shown in Figs. 4.4 (a) 

and (b). However, previously whether such a relationship was applicable to carbides 

was unknown. The current measurement shows that this relationship also works for 

carbides as Figs. 4.4(a) and (b) illustrate. In order to understand underlying 

mechanisms, first-principles calculation was conducted to investigate how carbide's 

mechanical strength varies with the Cr/Fe ratio and correlate the variation with the 

electron density, which is related work function in Chapter 5.  

4.4 First-Principles Calculation 

4.4.1 Mechanical properties of carbides 

The first-principles method was applied to calculation bulk modulus(B), shear 

modulus(G) and Young's modulus(E) of Fe7-xCrxC3, results of which are showed in 

Fig. 4.5(a). Since only integer numbers of Cr atoms can be added, six Cr/Fe ratios 

were analyzed. All moduli of Fe6Cr1C3 are lower than those of Fe7C3, indicating that 

adding minor Cr may lower carbide's mechanical strength. As more Cr atoms are 

doped in carbide, bulk modulus increase until reach maximum at Cr7C3 while shear 

and Young’s moduli increase and reach a maximum at Fe3Cr4C3 and then decrease 

when the Cr/Fe ratio continuously increases. This trend is consistent with 

calculation in CASTEP by Zhang, et al [1], which shows Fe4Cr3C6 has the 

maximum G and E, although their calculation does not show decreased moduli for 

Fe6Cr1C3. Thus, the calculation in this study is proved to be effective. 
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The hardness of carbides has also been calculated based on the shear modulus and 

Pugh's ratio(k=G/B) [59]. An empirical equation proposed by Chen [60], which 

performs well across a wide range of hardness values and is proved effective for 

various materials was employed to calculate the carbides’ hardness.  

 Hv(GPa)=2(k
2
G)

0.585
-3                                         (4.1) 

Hardness values calculated using this equation are shown in Fig. 4.5(b). Although 

Fe3Cr4C3 has the highest shear modulus and Young's modulus, its hardness is 

smaller than Fe4Cr3C3, since Pugh's ratio plays an important role in Eq. 4.1. The 

trend of variation in calculated hardness is consistent with experiment data shown in 

Fig. 4.4(c), although the values are not exactly the same. With 3 or 4 Cr atoms 

doped, the Cr/Fe ratio is 3/4 or 4/3, both of which are close to 1. Corresponding 

carbides show superior mechanical properties (Fig. 4.4(c)) and performance (Fig. 

4.2). This is consistent the performance of sample #20-5(see Table 4.1), whose 

Cr/Fe ratio is 0.92 by EDX analysis.  
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Figure 4.5 (a) Bulk modulus(B), shear modulus(G) and Young's modulus(E) of 

samples; (b) The hardness Hv calculated by Eq. (4.1). 

4.4.2 Potential and charge density of the ferrous matrix 
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As shown in Fig. 4.4, alloyed Cr increased modulus and work function of the matrix. 

In order to better understand the observed phenomena, effects of Cr atoms on 

potential and electron density of the ferrous matrix were analyzed. Fig. 4.6(a) 

illustrates a 15Fe-1Cr cell, for which the potential and electron density are analyzed. 

Fig. 4.6(b) and Fig. 4.7(c) show the potential and electron density of (110) plane of 

the Cr-doped iron cell, respectively. As demonstrated, the potential between 

adjacent Fe and Cr atoms is lower, accompanied with higher electron density, than 

that between adjacent Fe and Fe atoms. This is an indication that adding Cr 

increases the work function and makes the atomic bond stronger. Thus, if exposed 

to air, the Cr-containing material with its surface energy higher than that of pure 

iron is easier to react and form a passive layer, which protects the material from 

corrosion. Thus, we may conclude that adding Cr does not only mechanically 

strengthen the material but also enhances its corrosion resistance.   

 

Figure 4.6 (a) a BCC structured 15Fe (golden)-1Cr (blue) alloy cell, (b) a local 

potential plot of (110) plane, and (c) an electron density plot of (110) plane. 

4.5 Understanding of the overall performance 
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With measured local moduli and work functions of carbide and matrix as well as the 

computational analysis using the first-principles method, the overall performance of 

the HCCIs can be explained, and the extracted information or clues would be 

helpful for modification of HCCIs. 

As shown in Fig. 4.2(a), erosion decreases as %Cr increases. This is attributed to the 

strengthening effect of Cr on both carbide and the matrix. However, when the %Cr 

is high enough, its benefit to carbide is lowered as Figs. 4.4 and 4.5 illustrate, 

leading to somewhat increase in material loss during the erosion tests, especially at 

higher slurry velocities (see Fig. 4.2(a)).  

It was observed that #5-5 alloy performed better than #10-5. As noticed, #10-5 has a 

fair amount of softer M23C6. Thus, the better performance of #5-5, compared to 

#10-5, is likely ascribed to its finer microstructure (see Fig. 4.1) that may help block 

cracking more effectively during erosion processes especially at higher slurry 

velocities, and lowered hardness of carbides.     

When tested in the slurry (pH3) with higher corrosivity, the alloys show a trend 

similar to that obtained at pH5 but the material loss decreases after 25%Cr as Fig. 

4.2(b) illustrates. Such a decrease in material loss should result from the higher %Cr 

in the matrix, which helped suppress erosion-corrosion synergy and thus material 

loss. Such a decrease in material loss was not observed when testing was performed 

in the slurry of pH5 with lower corrosivity.   

4.6 Summary 
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Through slurry erosion test of HCCIs containing 5%C and 5~35%Cr and 

measurement of their local moduli and work functions of carbide and matrix as well 

as the computational analysis using the first-principles method, their mechanical 

properties and erosion-corrosion performance are studies. The following 

conclusions are drawn from this study: 

1) As Cr/Fe ratio increases, the strength of carbide, (Fe, Cr)7C3, in high-Cr cast 

irons initially increases, reaching the maximum at about 3/4/ FeCr , and then 

decreases as Cr/Fe continuously increases.   

2) The strength of the ferrous matrix increases with an increase in the content of 

alloyed Cr. 

3) The higher the electron work function, the higher the mechanical strength and 

stability. This relationship is applicable to both the metallic matrix and (Fe, Cr)7C3  

carbide. 

4) In the slurry with lower corrosivity (pH5), increasing %Cr of the HCCIs 

enhances their overall resistance to erosion. However, the situation is reversed 

when %Cr is sufficiently high, ascribed to the decrease in strength of the carbide 

when its Cr/Fe ratio exceeds a certain level. This is more visible at higher slurry 

velocities.  

5) In the slurry with high corrosivity (pH3), material loss decreases at high %Cr, 

which should be attributed to the improvement in passivation, which helps suppress 

erosion-corrosion synergy and thus reduce the overall material loss.  

6) #10-5 showed poorest performance, which could be attributed to the existence of 

a large fraction of softer M23C6 carbides. 
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5 Further studies on the correlation between 

electronic and mechanical properties of (Fe, Cr)7C3 

carbides 

5.1 Carbides Young's modulus VS Electron work function 

In Chapter 4, we measured both Young modulus and work function for carbides and 

matrix. The results of (Fe, Cr)7C3 carbides of four samples are shown in Fig. 5.1. 

 

Figure 5.1 Measured work function and Young's modulus of carbides in samples 

#5-5, #10-5, #20-5 and #35-5. 

One may see that the electron work function and corresponding modulus of (Fe, 

Cr)7C3 carbides initially increase and then decrease after reaching the maximum as 
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the Cr/Fe ratio increases. Two main phenomena are observed. First, the properties of 

M7C3 are influenced by the Cr/Fe ratio. Second, the trend of variations in EWF is 

similar to that of modulus. Such consistency in work function and Young's modulus 

has already been proved for metals and alloys in previous papers [57, 58]. In order 

to understand the observation that such a relation between Young’s modulus and 

work function is also applicable to the carbide, further first-principles analysis on 

bonds was conducted to investigate how carbide's mechanical strength varies with 

the Cr/Fe ratio and corresponding electron density, which is related with work 

function. Detailed results are given in this chapter.  

5.2 Results and discussion 

5.2.1 Structure and formation energy 

Fig. 5.2 illustrates atomic arrangement of M7C3 carbide [51], with which the system 

energy, electronic configuration and properties were analyzed and calculated.   

  

Figure 5.2 (a) Atomic structure of M7C3 carbide. (large: metal; small: carbon) (b) 

(110) plane configuration of M7C3 carbide. (purple: metal; grey: carbon) 

The formation enthalpy (∆H) can be calculated: 

(a) (b) 
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∆H = H FexCryCz − [xH Fe + yH Cr + zH(C)]     (5.1) 

Where x, y, z are number of Fe, Cr, and C atoms in the carbides, respectively. At 

T=0K and p=0 Pa, the formation energy is equal to formation enthalpy. The 

formation energies of (Fe, Cr)7C3 carbides with different Fe/Cr ratios are calculated 

by subtracting energies of Fe, Cr and C from calculated carbide’s energy. Results of 

the calculations are listed in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1 Calculated coordinates of atoms and formation energy of (Fe, Cr)7C3. 

Formula Sites position Formation energy 

∆H (ev/unit) 

 Metal atom x/a, y/b, z/c 

Fe7C3 Fe: 1,2,3 0.0944 Position 1: 2b 1/3, 2/3, 0.4022 

Fe6Cr1C3 Fe: 2,3 Cr: 1 -0.1384 

Fe4Cr3C3 Fe: 1,3 Cr: 2 -1.6172 Position 2: 6c 0.5456, 0.4544, 

0.4089 Fe3Cr4C3 Fe: 2 Cr:1,3 -2.1833 

Fe1Cr6C3 Fe: 1 Cr:2,3 -2.7178 Position 3: 6c 0.1225, 0.8775, 

0.5833 Cr7C3 Cr: 1,2,3 -3.5331 

Corresponding atomic configurations of the (Fe, Cr)7C3 carbides are also given in 

Table 5.1. As shown, the formation energy of Cr7C3 is the lowest, meaning that 

Cr7C3 is most stable among all carbides and adding Cr helps form carbides in cast 

irons.  

5.2.2 Density of states (DOS) and Bader charge analysis  
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It has been demonstrated in previous papers that the bonds of M7C3 possess both 

covalent and ionic characters [1, 61, 62]. Music's work in 2004 shows a 

covalent-ionic Cr-C-Cr chain immersed in a Fermi electron gas in orthorhombic 

Cr7C3 carbide [62], which is consistent with the work in this paper. The covalent 

bond is usually formed from two electrons, one from each atom participating in the 

bond. The electrons forming the bond tend to be partly localized in the region 

between the two atoms joined in the bond and their spins in the bond tend to be 

antiparallel [63]. Thus, the electron density between two atoms forming covalent 

bond would be relatively high. In Fig. 5.3, C band has overlapped peak with Fe 

band and Cr band near -5eV, while not totally overlapped above -3eV. Thus 

electrons from C and metal atom having the same energy state form the covalent 

bond in M7C3 carbide.  

 

Figure 5.3 Atom-projected densities of states for bulk Fe7-xCrxC3 carbide systems. 

For each system, band overlap of metal and carbon near -5eV are responsible for 

covalent bond between metal-carbon. 
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We also did Bader charge analysis [64] on (Fe, Cr)7C3 carbides to prove ionic 

character between C and metal element, results of which are shown in Table 5.2. If 

electrons transfer from one atom to another to from positive and negative ions, these 

two ions would attract each other due to Coulombic force and such attraction will 

form ionic bond. Thus, if more electrons transfer, the ionic character would be more 

obvious and the ionic bond would be stronger. Thus, the electron density cloud of 

those two ions tend to be one larger and the other smaller. As shown in Table 5.2, as 

Cr atoms increases, the number of electrons that each C atom receives from metal 

atoms increases, from 1 electron in Fe7C3 to 1.47 electrons in Cr7C3. Thus we may 

conclude that C-Cr bonding is more ionic than C-Fe bonding, which is consistent 

with the electron density distribution in Fig. 5.4 and electronegativity of Fe (=1.83) 

and Cr (=1.66), since ionic bond is more likely to from between two elements with 

quite different electronegativities.  

Table 5.2 Bader charge transfers from metal to carbon atoms (e/atom). Values 

positive mean lose electron and negative mean get electron. 

 Fe7C3 Fe6Cr1C3 Fe4Cr3C3 Fe3Cr4C3 Fe1Cr6C3 Cr7C3 

Fe +0.43 +0.38 +0.35 +0.24 +0.16 / 

Cr / +0.81 +0.71 +0.78 +0.66 +0.63 

C -1 -1.06 -1.17 -1.28 -1.38 -1.47 

The energy of 0eV is fermi energy, below which the states are occupied by electrons. 

Thus, as the number of Cr atoms increases (Fig. 5.3), the energy states occupied by 

electrons decreases, and more states of the metal is vacant. Those states of metal at 
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high energy are antibonding states, the filling of which would reduce the bond 

strength [65]. In Cr7C3, the antibonding states are partly filled while in Fe7C3, they 

are almost totally filled, implying that Fe-Fe bonding strength is not as strong as 

Cr-Cr bond. Thus, doping Cr atoms may enhance the metal-metal interaction, which 

is consistent with the variation in electron density as Fig. 5.4 illustrates. 

5.2.3 Electron density (e/angstrom3) 

 

Figure 5.4 Electron density distribution of the (110) plane of Fe7C3(a), Fe6Cr1C3(b), 

Fe4Cr3C3(c), Fe3Cr4C3(d), Fe1Cr6C3(e) and Cr7C3(f). For each system, mininum, 

maximum and isoline values are set the same. Electron densities between 

metal-metal atoms are most pronounced in c) and d), and are responsible for their 

high Young's modulus. 
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Fig. 5.4 shows electron density distribution of (110) plane of (Fe, Cr)7C3 with 

different Cr contents respectively. In section 5.2.2, we have proved that the bond 

between C and metal has both covalent and ionic character, which make the bond 

stable and strong. These characters are also manifested in electron density 

distribution and more details are given. In Fig. 5.4b, by comparing C-Fe bond and 

C-Cr bond, it is obvious that electron density between C-Fe is higher than that 

between C-Cr, indicating that C-Fe could be more covalent than C-Cr. From Fig. 

5.4a to Fig. 5.4f, one may also see the increase of electron density in interstitial 

places between atoms. Those electrons are less localized, which may contribute to 

metallicity of the material and act as glue between atoms when concerning 

mechanical strength. Thus, it may be concluded that as Cr content increases, the 

carbide's metallicity increases. Music's work in 2004 shows a Cr-C-Cr chain 

immersed in a Fermi electron gas in orthorhombic Cr7C3 carbide [62]. 

Metal-carbon-metal chains shown in Figs. 5.4a-f are consistent with his research. In 

Fig. 5.4c and Fig. 5.4d, the higher electron density between metal atoms in the 

circle area helps form longer electron chains immersed in Fermi electron gas, which 

could be responsible for their higher Young's modulus and shear modulus as shown 

in Chapter 4. Since metallic bond strength is dependent on electron density, which 

can be reflected by work function [58], a higher electron density between metal 

atoms corresponds to higher work function and stronger metallic bonds. 

5.2.4 Further discussion on mechanism 

According to the first-principles analysis of covalent and ionic characters of (Fe, 

Cr)7C3 carbides with respect to the Cr content, as the Cr content increases in (Fe, 
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Cr)7C3 carbide, the covalency of carbon-metal bond decreases while its ionicity 

increases. Since metallic bond is generally weaker than covalent and ionic bonds 

due to its random distribution and less localization of electrons, when the carbide is 

damaged, the weakest point is broken down first. Thus, structure's mechanical 

properties are mainly dependent on the weakest bonding. This is also shown in other 

systems, such as that shown in Zhang's research on rhenium nitrides, which 

demonstrates that weak “ionic” Re-N bonds limit their achievable strength and are 

also responsible for their unusual mechanical properties [66]. In this study, as Fig. 

5.4 illustrates, the mechanical strength of the carbide is dependent on the 

metal-metal bonds in the circle area, which will affect the Young's modulus of (Fe, 

Cr)7C3 and shear modulus, and metal-metal bonds have positive relation with work 

function. Thus, for M7C3 carbides, work function will have positive relation with 

their mechanical strength. 

5.3 Summary 

1. It was demonstrated that the electron work function and corresponding modulus 

of (Fe, Cr)7C3 carbides initially increase and then decrease after reaching the 

maximum as the Cr/Fe ratio increases, which is consistent with calculation result 

that Fe4Cr3C3 carbide shows largest elastic modulus.  

2. By computational analysis on bonds of M7C3 carbides, we learned the importance 

of metal-metal interaction in M7C3 carbides. These metal-metal bonds connects 

small metal-carbon-metal units and help form longer chains, which is beneficial to 

carbides strength. Thus, the metal-metal bonds play a predominant role in 
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determining the mechanical strength of M7C3 carbides.  

3.As demonstrated previously, Young’s modulus of metals and alloys increases as 

work function increases in a sixth power relationship [57, 58], work function might 

be positive related with metallic electron density, and that's why measured work 

function has a positive relationship with Young's modulus of M7C3 carbides. 
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6 General Conclusions and Future Work 

6.1 General conclusions of the research 

This work focuses on HCCIs' carbides, which are very important components for 

their wear resistance. Morphology and composition are two aspects that we 

investigated by different methods respectively, and their correlations with HCCIs' 

performance are discussed. Besides, via theoretical calculation, the consistency 

between carbides' work function and mechanical properties is analyzed. 

1. Through MSDM modeling, the core-shell structured carbides in hypereutectic 

HCCI are proved to be effective in minimizing the stress at the carbide/matrix 

interface, thus lowering the probability of interfacial failure. However, if the shell is 

too thick, it will deteriorate the whole carbide's hardness and thus the HCCIs' 

erosion resistance. It is demonstrated that elongated carbides aligned in the particle 

impingement direction perform better than those which are perpendicular to the 

impingement direction. 

2. The overall erosion- corrosion performance of HCCI with 5% C and 5-35% and 

their mechanical properties are discussed. It is demonstrated that as Cr/Fe ratio 

increases, the strength of carbide, (Fe, Cr)7C3, in high-Cr cast irons initially 

increases, reaching the maximum at about 3/4/ FeCr , and then decreases as 

Cr/Fe continuously increases, while that of the ferrous matrix increases. Besides, it 

is demonstrated that EWF and (Fe, Cr)7C3 carbides' mechanical properties has the 
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same trend as Cr/Fe ratio varies. 

3. Through first-principles calculation of (Fe, Cr)7C3 carbides with different Cr atom 

numbers doped, it is demonstrated that (Fe, Cr)7C3 carbides is composed of 

metal-carbon-metal chains immersed in a Fermi electron gas. The metal-metal 

bonds connects these small chains, thus are fundamental for the material's 

mechanical strength.  

4. The metallic bond strength is dependent on electron density, which is related with 

work function. Since (Fe, Cr)7C3 carbides' mechanical strength is dominated by the 

metal-metal bonds, the changes in the strength of (Fe, Cr)7C3 carbide are consistent 

with changes in their work functions. 

6.2 Future work 

6.2.1 Extend MSDM to 3-dimensional calculation 

The MSDM model for the present study is two dimensional, which does not well 

reflect real situations. Owing to rapid development of computer technology, it is 

doable to extend MSDM to three dimensional wear modeling, with incorporation of 

other tools such as OpenGL, a visualization tool.  

6.2.2 Interfacial bonding strength 

Currently in MSDM, interfacial bonding strength is not concerned. This is not 

accurate for multiphase materials. Thus, molecular dynamics and first-principles 
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calculations can be incorporated to provide the information on the interfacial 

bonding strength. This would make prediction and analysis more accurate and 

capable to handle realistic complex systems.  
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